
All levels may be pledged over the course of three years

$600,000 Supports

The entire Discovery Center 

$250,000 Supports

Enhanced appreciation and thorough recognition of Native American history and on-going connection to the land 
and the Ho Chunk Nation’s cooperation in the management of the KVR through a new dedicated exhibit

$150,000 Supports

Interactive touchscreen exhibit showing the geography, landcover and transitions from human impact to current 
restoration efforts

$100,000 Supports

Renewal, regrowth and resiliency exhibit to tell the story of the repetitive floods due to a changing climate and  
how communities and the land adapt to change – Reserved for 100 Extraordinary Friends who pledge $1,000 each

An indoor observatory for simulated stargazing and the unique opportunity we have to protect Dark Skies in the 
existing Story Fire area

$50,000 Supports

Seasonal interactive displays about local ecology, highlighting the KVR trail system and exceptional  
opportunities for hikers, birdwatchers, paddlers, botanists, bikers, horseback riders and fly anglers

$25,000 Supports

An interactive exhibit showing transition from historic geography, plant communities and human impact to  
current habitat restoration

Changing display that explores the specifics of each season at KVR

$10,000 Supports

Searchable archives of displaced landowners including historic photographs

$5,000 Supports

High quality photographs of the KVR as large scale imagery

$2,500 Supports

Modification to the layout for flexibility to allow for special events and traveling exhibits

$500 Supports

Improved lighting and sound buffers (several available)

Startup capital for a proposed Outdoor Classroom Structure – restored historic building or unique, sustainable structure 
made from local materials – to be used as an educational demonstration site and place to accommodate growth in the  
Education and new Forest Kindergarten Programs to serve as outdoor classroom near the Visitor Center. This is contingent 
on raising funds that exceed the $600,000 goal.
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Donor Policies

Every gift is deeply appreciated; gifts of all amounts will be recognized on the KVR website. Donors who 
contribute $500 or more will be recognized on a creatively designed in-house display. 

All naming opportunities are subject to the approval of the Kickapoo Reserve Management Board. 

Gifts can be made anonymously in terms of name and/or amount.

Naming opportunities and gift level topics are subject to availability and may change as design details 
evolve.

You may choose from these suggested wordings:  
“Through the generosity of” or “In Memory/Honor of”.

Our Story Continues is a capitol fundraising campaign through Friends of Kickapoo Valley Reserve,  
a non-profit 501(c)3 entity in partnership with the Kickapoo Reserve Management Board.


